The School organized and conducted, ‘Rhythmic Raaga’- Inter School Music and Dance Fest on 3rd November, 2018. The all-encompassing appeal of Music and Dance is an incredibly unifying force that brings everyone together. 17 teams from Gurgaon and Delhi participated in six different musical competitions. The competitions were of both Indian and western music category. The event commenced with the lighting of lamp by eminent judges. Prize Distribution ceremony began at 12:30 p.m. All the judges and guests appreciated the performances by the students and their creativity. They also appreciated the efforts of teachers as well who had groomed students so well.
On 22nd of November, 2018, the school organized TEDx Youth Event, on the theme 'DISRUPTION' which witnessed a mind blogging stream of ideas and experiences of 12 speakers from a variety of fields, who talked about how they have changed the trajectory of their lives by taking on Disruption. The guests and School Principal Ms. Arti Chopra inaugurated the event by lighting the lamp of knowledge. The Principal addressed and announced the commencement of the event. The day's course started with Mr. Umang Bedi, the Ex-Facebook India Head, who shared a beautiful story. Ms. Sumita Dawra described her journey of educating children between ages 9-14 years. Captain (Retd) Ankur Bahl, told the audience how he set out to scale the highest peaks of each of the seven continents, including Mt. Everest at the age of 55. Journalist, K.G. Suresh talked about conservative ideologies. Ms. Bhavna Vij Aurora, Political Editor at Outlook spoke about how creativity can be used as a weapon for disruption. Mr. Neeraj Mittra, an artist and sculptor talked about how he excelled in many more grounds of art. Mr. Nipun Malhotra, CEO, Nipman Foundation, achieved accolades for himself. Ayushman Jamwal, Senior News Editor at CNN-News18, talked about being the best way to communicate with your concepts that can help achieve massive success. Bharata Natyam Dancer, educator, Ms. Pratibha Pralhad shared her journey of dancing. Ms. Deepika Arora, Founder, Rosaoui Hotel Co, described her journey of disrupting the beliefs in the hospitality industry by becoming the first woman to have a hotel chain of her own. Mr. Bhuwan Chauhan is the first Indian IFBB Pro and the youngest Canadian Mens Physique Pro. He emphasized the need to be passionate about what we do to be able to be content with it. Lastly, Nayesha Gandotra, author of the book 'Feels' and the school's Editor-in-chief of The Global Times made the school proud as she gave a Ted Talk at the age of 16. Nayesha gave her trusted upon tips on 'How to be Confident 101'. Two stellar live performances were given by the school band at the end of the day. The whole event was a huge success from which students took away a lesson to keep with them for a lifetime: BE DISRUPTIVE.
Nurturing Leadership Program 2018 was a collaboration between Amity International School, India and Secondary Bilingual School, T. Ruzicku 3, Zilina, Slovakia. The program started with an overwhelming welcome of the Slovakian delegation by the host families and the teacher in charge. Throughout the duration of the exchange program in India, the Slovakian students stayed with host families. A two member student delegation from Secondary Bilingual School, T. Ruzicku 3, Zilina, Slovakia visited Amity International School, Sector 46, Gurgaon where they were warmly welcomed by Principal ma'am, the senior co-coordinator Ms. Manisha Khanna, Teacher in charge Ms. Babita Mann and the students. They enjoyed the various performances of music and dance in Rhythmic Raga- an interschool event for dance and music. Martina and Bianka, both gave presentation about their country and sang their national anthem. The students attended Yoga and Home science classes where they learnt different yoga exercises and cooked some Indian delicacies. They also went to several Diwali Melas, attended the Diwali puja and made some vibrant and colorful rangolis. They had practice sessions for the upcoming AIMUN and attended Drawing classes where they learnt to make Indian traditional designs and also enjoyed different rides at BAL Mela. The delegates attended fruitful session of AIMUN, visited Amity University, attended the special workshops organized for foreign delegates and interacted with Amitasha and Atulasha students. On 16th they showcased their cultural performance and also interacted with Chairperson ma'am. On 19th Nov the delegates and Principal ma'am Ms. Arti Chopra met Slovakian Ambassador at the Slovakian embassy. During their visit they got a deep insight into the education system, culture and ideologies of India. Overall it was very well planned educational exchange program coordinated by AERC and Secondary Bilingual School, Slovakia.
The School Principal, Mrs. Arti Chopra, visited Berlin as a member of delegation from South Asian Schools. Overall 29 Principals from across the country, Sri Lanka, Bangladesh and Pakistan took part in the session. The five day long educational tour from 12-16 November’2018 began with an introductory lecture by Ms. Birgitt Cleuvers, Expert in the field of education and culture, freelance evaluator, mediator and expert who highlighted the German education system and emphasized upon facts like Education in German Federal System, Financing & Curriculum Development and new developments in the education system. It was a great learning for all leaders regarding concept of dual learning, pedagogical assistantship, PISA pattern, learning contracts in grade 5, internship in grade 8. The team also got an opportunity to visit and experience the learning pattern in Barium Gymnasium Secondary School where the Head teacher, Sebastian Koven made a presentation on the school pattern. The aim of the whole exercise was to enlighten the school leaders of South Asian Countries about the education pattern that is being followed in Federal state of Germany. The Educational tour developed the interest in all leaders towards teaching and learning of German language and identifying the deep interest taken by Germans at large to deduce a unique pattern of education, which is child centric and focused towards individual needs. Overall it was a great exposure for the all the leaders.

AIMUN 2018

A three day conference, AIMUN-18 was organised by Amity Educational Resource center (AERC) together with the Amity group of schools from 15th to 17th November, at university campus Noida. Over 500 students from national and International schools participated in the conference deliberating upon various issues of concern at UNO. A team of 41 students from AISG-46 participated in the event. The much coveted position of Director-General AIMUN-18 was held by Pradyuman Singh, student of class XI, Humanities stream. The students brought laurels to the school by winning 16 awards and ‘Best Delegation trophy’ besides appreciation award to the executive Board members and the Secretariat. The principal appreciated the efforts put in by teachers and the team.
The school is participated in the Bazinga Quiz—an Inter School Competition held as AIS, Mayur Vihar on 26th November, 2018. Our Team Members Aryan Gupta And Himanshu Jindal of Class XI won First Prize. School Principal, Mrs. Arti Chopra, felicitated all the winners, in the school assembly.
2nd Annual Indian Space Settlement Design Competition (INSSDC 18-19) was organized from 17 to 19 November 2018 at Om Shanti Retreat Centre, Manesar, Haryana by Atlantis Research Centre. 8 students from classes 1X-XI participated. The students were entrusted a task to design a Contract for Habitat to collect and Process Space Debris. The habitat must initially provide a safe and pleasant living and working environment for 550 full-time residents; plus an additional transient population, between 30 and 50 people at any time, with interests in specific debris items targeted for collection and processing. The task had to be completed within a set time period of 22 hours. Students worked in a team of 54 students, with the company named DAFC, comprising of 5 other schools across India. The students worked effortlessly under industrial simulated environment. The presentation of the proposal design by the students won accolades for them. The company was declared as the “Winning Company” with the best proposal submitted. Our school team will take part now in next level to be held in the month of February.

To commemorate the birth anniversary of Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru, 14th November is celebrated all over India every year, as Children’s Day, in loving memory of the first Prime Minister of our country. He was a true friend of children. The school had organized a fun filled event Bal Mela for our students of Grades I to V, on 13th & 14th November, 2018. Students enjoyed different types of rides and swings during the days. Popcorn and candies were distributed and they got a surprise gift a book to read from our Honourable Chairperson Ma’am. The children participated in all the events with great excitement and enthusiasm.
Adventure camp was organized in the school premises for classes I to III along with Rockport in to enhance all four dimensions of Emotional Intelligence of your ward i.e. self-motivation, empathy, social skill and self-management. During the adventure camp students enjoyed different activities like Flying Fox, Burma Bridge, Commando Net, Tug of War, Three Tyre Hurdle, Wall Climbing, Hamster Wheel, Laser Beam, Tent Pitching, Hop Scotch, Commando Crawl and Double Rope Bridge. They were all funfilled activities wherein students enjoyed a lot.
Class presentation of grade 5 was organised on 20th November 2018. The theme of the presentation was *Be The Catalyst of Change*. Through the presentation students showcased the various ways through which one can bring change in the society by their thoughts and attitude. In the presentation stories of famous personalities like Kalpana Chawla, Hema Das, Shuvendu Sharma, Chetna Galasinha were depicted to show how they bought revolutionary changes in the life of people in the society. Through a Nukkad Natak students presented how the famous reformers like B R Ambedkar, Raja Ram Mohan Roy, Dayanand Saraswati bought changes in the society in abolishing the caste discrimination and uplift the status of women in the society. The programme was spread over two sessions. The first session was for parents of grade V students (sections A – E) and the second session was for parents of grade V students (sections F-J). The programme commenced with the traditional lighting of the lamp ceremony, followed by mesmerizing Ganesh Vandana dance performance. The Principal of the school raised up a hearty welcome to all the parents. The audience was enthralled by a sparkling performances. The event was highly appreciated and thoroughly enjoyed by everyone. The programme came to an end with a vote of thanks by the Head Mistress, Ms. Sonia Nagpal.

The school participated in the Ecom Forum - an inter school competition held at AIS Saket. Aryan Gupta and Pradyuman Singh won accolades in Biz Quiz event. Keshav Maheshwari and Yojasdeep won in Symposium and Kadambari Malhotra won in Fintoons. Overall the school won the rolling trophy for Late Shri Baljeet Singh Shastri award. School Principal, Mrs. Arti Chopra, felicitated all the winners, in the school assembly.
Ridhima Kad from Grade XI, went to Ritsumeikan High School, Kyoto, Japan for an exchange program along with other Amitians. She presented her poster on the topic- Eradication of Poverty and Prevention of Natural Disasters and spoke in the conference about food security and the role of our country towards achieving it.

The archers of A.I.S 46 got the following positions in CBSE National Archery championship held at Raipur from 15 Nov to 18 Nov. Nandita (12) won gold in team event. Jasmeen Siddhu (12) won bronze individual.

In the 8th cultural Olympiad 2018 organized by the Akhil Bhartiya Sanskriti Sangh (official partner of UNESCO) and held at Dubai the following students of Amity International school Sec 46 Gurgaon - Shivang Duseja solo senior tabla - stood first, Anirudh Sriram and Rivul Raghuyal(Duet) Tabla senior - stood first and Pratyush kongolla solo junior tabla - stood second. They were accompanied by Sh Srikant panda Sir from Amity School sector 46 Gurgaon.
DIWALI CELEBRATION

Happy Diwali

Class 2 I wishes u a smiling DIWALI

SPECIAL ASSEMBLY

GURUPURAB CELEBRATION

Gurupurab Celebration
Students deliberate global issues, career prospects

BLUEBELLS MODEL SCHOOL, SECTOR 4
Extn using Mobile, School, Sec. 4, Gurugram, organized a two-day Career Conference under the aegis of the National Career Counselling Program. During the conference, the Director of NCCP, pigmented Double Gold Medalist and Child and Adolescent Psychologist, was the resource person. He acquainted the students with a myriad of emerging careers in science, commerce and humanities. He also informed the students about the best and unconventional careers that students could explore. The session was engaging and informative. The parents and students were also informed about the career counselling committee headed by the School Principal.

MANAV RACHNA INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, SECTOR 44
Manav Rachna International School, Sec. 44, Gurugram hosted its 6th Nobel International Conference-VIEBMW. The conference was attended by 15 Nobel laureates in medicine, economics, physics, chemistry and literature. Nobel laureate in Physics, Professor Barry C. Barish, Systemair, Nobel laureate in Medicine, Professor Anthony S. Fauci, NIH, Nobel laureate in Physiology or Medicine, Professor Michael H. Rosbash, MIT, Nobel laureate in Medicine, Professor Tu Youyou, the first woman recipient of the Nobel prize in medicine, Nobel laureate in Chemistry, Professor K. Barry Sharpless, the first person of Asian origin to win the Nobel Prize for Chemistry, Nobel laureate in Physics, Professor Brian K. Kobilka, Stanford University, Nobel laureate in Physiology or Medicine, Professor Ralf Peter Steinbach, University of Mainz, Nobel laureate in Chemistry, Professor Andrew D. Macmillan, University of California, Nobel laureate in Economics, Professor Esther Duflo, University of Harvard, and Nobel laureate in Literature, Professor Olga Tokarczuk, University of Warsaw. The conference was attended by the students, faculty and the administration.

The students were able to interact with the Nobel laureates, learn about their research and get insights into their career paths. The conference was a unique opportunity for the students to interact with the world’s most accomplished scientists and learn about their research and experiences.